we’ve got
solutions:
•

Improved cleanability reduces
risk of foodborne illness

•
Cost savings in cleaning labor,
water usage and wastewater disposal
•

Kevlar® tension members
eliminate service callbacks

FOOD CONVEYING BELTING

IMPROVE YOUR BELT CLEANING PROTOCOL

BELT CHOICES

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates that one in six Americans (or

Variability and flexibility in all applications

48 million people) will get sick, 128,000 will be hospitalized and 3,000 will die annually from
foodborne illnesses. Primary contributors to this common yet preventable problem include

POSICLEAN

pathogenic bacteria introduced during food processing. Gates Mectrol’s unique line of hygienic

An easy to clean, positive drive replacement for plastic modular belting.
Full width drive tooth distributes torque evenly over entire belt width

conveyor belting helps reduce food contamination risk and water consumption. These belts are
well-suited to protect both you and your customers.

®

› Direct replacement for most 1” and 2” plastic modular belt
›	Can drop in to most PMB pulleys
› PC20 – a general purpose 2” pitch belt

GATES MECTROL’S “NEXT GENERATION” URETHANE FOOD BELTING FEATURES
›	Embedded Kevlar® tension members stabilize belt properties under all lengths, loads and temperatures
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› PC10 - 1” pitch belt for use with smaller pulley diameters for improved 		
transfer between conveyors

› Minimizes stretch, no retensioning needed
›	Depression or “sink” free top surface
› No opportunity to collect water that could promote bacteria growth
› Clean-in-process (CIP) appropriate
› Smaller minimum pulley diameter (1” for FC9 flat belt)

ADVANTAGES OVER PLASTIC MODULAR BELTING
› 43% less surface area to clean, no crevices to harbor contaminants
› 35% less cleaning water and 54% less cleaning labor
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CENTERCLEAN™
A drop-in to monolithic center drive belt constructions.
3” wide tooth in belt center, 1.575” pitch
› Self-centering design
› Appropriate for troughing applications
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› Enough water saved annually at a large food processor to fill an Olympic size swimming pool
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› No risk of food contamination from broken pins or hinges
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› 30% less weight translates into longer motor and bearing life

ADVANTAGES OVER UNSUPPORTED/MONOLITHIC URETHANE BELTS
› These “first generation” urethane belts are unsupported; they have no tension member to prevent
stretch in long length, high load and higher temperature applications
› Can have top belt surfaces with depressions or “sinks” over the teeth
		 ›› These voids can contribute to food contamination as an
			 end-of-conveyor scraper can’t clean them properly
› May require a snubber at the return pulley due to the belt’s stiffness
		 ›› Possible contamination source and a potential pinch point

FLATCLEAN™

An all-purpose polyurethane flat belt reinforced with Kevlar® tension
members. The combination of a non-fraying urethane jacket and sealed
tension members eliminates edge fray, reduces retensioning and extends
belt life.
› 2 mm thickness
›	Unique dual durometer construction allows for a 1” minimum pulley
diameter
› 3 mm thickness
›	General purpose belt
›	Appropriate for cleats and sidewalls

FC9IPR - .105”
FC12 - .125”

Food Belt Joining Options

THERMAL WELDING
Thermally welding two prepared ends together allows for a seamless finish that
minimizes the potential for bacteria growth. Several welding techniques are available.
PLATEN WELD

BUTT WELD

FINGER PUNCH

SPLIT TOOTH

BETWEEN THE TEETH

Punched (20 mm x 70 mm or
30 mm x 70 mm) finger configuration welded in a platen press

ADVANTAGES
› Easy field preparation
› Greater tensile strength than a
butt weld between the teeth

ADVANTAGES
› Short weld cycle
› No shrinkage or edge lift

ADVANTAGES

› Greatest tensile strength, up to
50% greater than butt welding
DISADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES
› Possible width shrinkage and
edge lift in the weld area

DISADVANTAGES
› Lower tensile strength, less
robust weld

› Possible width shrinkage and 		
edge lift in the weld area

MECHANICAL FASTENERS
From wire hooks to metal staples, standard conveyor fasteners are available for those situations when quick

assembly/disassembly is required. Belt ends must be cut properly prior to installing mechanical fasteners to
ensure proper pulley mesh.

POSILACE™ FASTENING PIN
Appropriate for low to medium
load requirements.
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FLEXCO® ALLIGATOR®
PLASTIC RIVET

FLEXCO® UX1SS CLIPPER®
WIRE HOOKS

FLEXCO® ALLIGATOR® READY
SET™ STAPLE

